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Abstract
Visualizing an execution trace of an object-oriented sys-
tem as sequence diagrams is effective to understand the
behavior of the system. However, sequence diagrams ex-
tracted from an execution trace are too large for develop-
ers to inspect since a trace involves a large number of ob-
jects and method calls. To support developers to under-
stand extracted sequence diagrams, it is necessary to re-
move the less important details of the diagrams. In this
paper, we apply a dominance algorithm to a dynamic call
graph among objects in order to detect and remove local
objects contributing to internal behavior of dominator ob-
jects. The case study shows our approach automatically re-
moved about 40 percent of the objects from execution traces
on average.
1. Introduction
Visualizing an execution trace of an object-oriented sys-
tem as sequence diagrams is effective to understand the be-
havior of the system since understanding dynamic behavior
of an object-oriented system is more difficult than under-
standing its structure [1, 19]. A sequence diagram extracted
from an execution trace visualizes actual collaborations of
objects that provide a larger unit of program comprehension
than classes [14]. Extracted diagrams also enable develop-
ers to compare actual behavior of a program with its design.
Although several tools supported such UML-based visu-
alization [4, 7, 15], a sequence diagram extracted from an
execution trace may be too large for developers to inspect
since a trace involves a large number of objects and method
calls. A simple approach to reducing the size of a sequence
diagram is a filter to exclude objects and method calls us-
ing their package, class and method names. Such name-
based filtering approach is effective to remove well-known
library such as JDK classes from sequence diagrams. How-
ever, to filter out objects and method calls in an application,
developers have to know important packages, classes and
methods before understanding the system. In addition, the
approach does not work when a particular set of objects is
more important than other instances of the same class. For
example, a web application using a database may create a
large number of objects representing records in a database
but use only few of them to construct an output for users.
In this paper, we propose to apply dominance algorithms
to instance-level filtering. While objects shared by several
features are important to understand the relationship among
features [10], local objects contributing to only internal be-
havior of their dominator objects are less important. We
apply dominance algorithms to detect and remove local ob-
jects in execution traces. In our approach, we first translate
an execution trace to a dynamic call graph whose vertices
and edges representing objects and method calls in execu-
tion traces. Then, we compute dominance relation among
objects. A dominator object and objects dominated by the
dominator form a cluster such that objects out of the clus-
ter access only the dominator object. We regard objects in
a cluster except for the dominator as local objects. A se-
quence diagram excluding local objects is still precise; the
diagram includes all interactions among dominator objects
shown in the diagram.
We have implemented our approach with an iterative
dominance algorithm [2] and our sequence diagram extrac-
tion tool named Amida [7]. We conducted a case study on
four implementations of a web application, and found that
40% of objects are categorized into local objects on average.
Although we need further case studies on software in differ-
ent domains, our approach is promising to provide a com-
pact sequence diagram extracted from an execution trace to
developers .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 explains the background of this research. Section 3 de-
scribes our approach to filtering local objects from sequence
diagrams. Section 4 shows the result of a case study. Sec-
tion 5 describes the summary and future work.
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2. Background
Visualization of dynamic behavior of object-oriented
programs is effective for program understanding and de-
bugging. A popular approach is UML-based visualization
[1]. For example, JIVE supports object interaction diagram
and sequence diagram [4]. Shimba [15] and Amida [7]
also support sequence diagram. To draw a compact dia-
gram, Shimba can replace objects in the same package as
a package object. Amida detects loops and recursive calls
in a trace [16]. Several data compression approaches to de-
tecting repeated method call sequences are investigated by
Reiss [13].
Since UML-based visualization often outputs a large di-
agram, several new viewers and summarization approaches
are proposed. Pauw proposed a simple left-to-right layout
of a call tree that works well with zoom-in/out functionality
[11]. Cornelissen proposed Circular Bundle View that vi-
sualizes an execution trace as a compact circular view [3].
These approaches are suitable to investigate an overview of
a trace but not for developers to investigate the actual be-
havior of a program.
To summarize an execution trace before visualization,
Hamou-Lhadj proposed a utilityhood function to identify
utility methods [6]. Their utilityhood definition is based on
a simple idea: many methods depend on utility methods
while utility methods depend on few other methods. This
approach simply excludes utility-like method calls from
traces. Therefore, a summarized sequence diagram may
miss method call events connecting objects; such a diagram
would be a good overview of a trace but it does not support
developers who would like to investigate the precise behav-
ior.
Phase detection divides an execution trace into phases
that are corresponding to functional units in the trace
[12, 18]. Reiss uses statistical information of method calls
[12]. Our approach monitors a working set of objects [18].
Although these approaches can divide a large sequence dia-
gram into several smaller pieces, resultant diagrams may be
still large for developers to investigate.
In this paper, we apply dominance algorithms to identify
local objects contributing to internal behavior of a particu-
lar object. Our approach is based on a dynamic call graph
whose vertices and edges represent objects and method calls
in an execution trace, differently from utilityhood function
based on static fan-in and fan-out of each method [6]. Dom-
inance algorithm is already used for visualizing and navigat-
ing a program dependence graph [5]. We hypothesized that
dominance algorithm would be effective for a dynamic call
graph since many temporary objects are created to achieve
a task in a system and such objects are locally used and de-
stroyed after the task [9, 17].
Our approach is an instance-level filtering approach ex-
cluding objects that are likely not important from an execu-
tion trace. A simple name-based filtering approach does not
distinguish instances; it simply removes all instances of the
class from a trace. Shimba implements another approach
that replaces all instances with a single actor representing
a class [15]. These class-based approaches are not applica-
ble when an instance of a class is more important than other
instances of the same class. For example, a web applica-
tion using a database may create a large number of objects
representing records in a database but use only few of them
to construct an output for users. On the other hand, JIVE
allows developers to hide member objects that are stored in
fields of another object [4]. This approach is also instance-
level but developers have to manually specify fields con-
taining internal objects. Our approach automatically detects
local objects from an execution trace.
3. Visualization of Dominator Objects
We apply dominance algorithms to detect and remove lo-
cal objects from an execution trace in order to visualize the
execution trace as a compact sequence diagram. Our ap-
proach comprises three steps. First, we construct a dynamic
call graph from an execution trace. Next, we compute a
dominance tree of the dynamic call graph. We regard ob-
jects dominated by a dominator as local objects contributing
internal behavior of the dominator since only the dominator
object interacts with dominated objects. Finally, we exclude
local objects from an execution trace and visualize the re-
sultant trace as a sequence diagram.
3.1. Dynamic Call Graph Construction
In the first step, we construct a dynamic call graph from
an execution trace. Vertices and edges of a dynamic call
graph represent objects and method calls in an execution
trace, respectively. It should be noted that our approach is
described based on Java language but applicable to other
object-oriented languages.
An execution trace in this paper is a sequence of method
call events. A method call event records at least a caller
object cfrom and a callee object cto. To construct a dynamic
call graph, first we prepare an empty graph G. For each
method call from cfrom to cto, a directed edge from cfrom
to cto is added to G.
We have a rule to deal with static methods such as main
that are not belonging to any instance but a class. We
translate each static method call into an individual vertex;
for example, if a static method Arrays.sort is called
twice in an execution trace, the resultant call graph contains
two vertices vArrays:sort[1] and vArrays:sort[2]. We distin-
guish these method calls since many static methods in util-
ity classes such as Arrays and Math are independently
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Figure 1. An example trace shown as a se-
quence diagram
called from many call sites in general.
The above rule for static methods enables us to obtain
a dynamic call graph G with a root vertex corresponding
to the entry point of a program, i.e., main method. An
execution trace shown in Figure 1 is translated to a dynamic
call graph shown in the left hand side of Figure 2.
3.2. Dominance Tree Construction
We apply a dominance algorithm to a dynamic call graph
in order to compute dominance relation among objects in an
execution trace. Dominance relation is a relation between
two nodes in a directed graph G that has a single root node
r. A vertex v dominates another vertex w in G if and only
if every path from r to w contains v. Vertex v is the im-
mediate dominator of w if v dominates w and every other
dominator of w dominates v [8]. Dominance relation in a
graph forms a dominance tree; the direct ancestor of node n
in a dominance tree is the immediate dominator of n.
We can compute a dominance tree of a dynamic call
graph since a dynamic call graph always has the single root
main as we described in Section 3.1. In implementation,
we have used iterative but fast dominance algorithm [2].
The right hand side of Figure 2 is an example of a domi-
nance tree that is computed from the left call graph.
3.3. Visualizing Sequence Diagram
A dominance tree for objects involved in an execution
trace indicates locality of interaction. Interaction among
a dominator object and its descendant objects is invisible
from other objects in the execution trace. Therefore, we re-
gard descendant objects as local objects of their immediate
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Figure 2. A dynamic call graph of a trace in
Figure 1 and its dominance tree
2 3 4 71
Figure 3. A reduced sequence diagram ex-
cluding local objects from Figure 1
dominator object. A sequence diagram excluding local ob-
jects still involves all method calls among non-local objects
in the diagram.
To visualize a trace excluding local objects as a sequence
diagram, we classify objects into clusters. For each domi-
nator d, we create a cluster c(d) involving all objects domi-
nated by d. The resultant clusters satisfy the following char-
acteristics:
 Each cluster c(d) has a single dominator object d.
 Amethod call from the outside of c(d) always calls the
dominator object d.
These characteristics enable us to visualize only dom-
inator objects of clusters in a sequence diagram and hide
their internal behavior. The hierarchy of a dominance tree
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indicates the hierarchy of clusters; it allows developers to
interactively visualize and inspect the detail of interesting
clusters. Figure 3 visualizes a sequence diagram involving
only the root object and its immediate descendant objects in
the dominance tree in Figure 2.
4. Case Study
We have implemented our approach as a tool and con-
ducted a case study to evaluate our approach. We have ana-
lyzed four implementations of an enterprise web application
developed by four groups of developers in a training course.
Four groups referred to the same specification and design
documents but they implement the details of the system in
different ways. We have prepared a use-case scenario that
executes all features of the system according to the specifi-
cation, and executed the scenario on four systems.
To obtain execution traces, we used an implementation
of JVMTI, or Amida Profiler [7]. When recording execu-
tion traces, we filtered JDK standard classes out because of
performance limitation. A call-back from JDK is regarded
as an indirect call. In other words, when object o1 called
some JDK object and o2 received a call-back, we recorded
an indirect method call from o1 to o2.
After execution traces are obtained, we applied the tool
to each of traces. Using Amida Viewer, we visualized a
trace including only objects that are immediately dominated
by main as a sequence diagram. We have compared the
resultant diagrams with diagrams directly extracted from
traces without our approach.
Table 1 and Table 2 shows the number of objects and
method calls in each of execution traces before and after
applying our approach. Since the target systems are im-
plemented in Model-View-Controller architecture, we have
categorized objects in traces into four categories: Model,
View, Controller and Other. Total row shows the total
number of objects in a trace. Model shows the number
of objects whose classes represent data model and business
logic. View includes only JSP objects. Controller
includes Action, Servlet and RequestProcessor objects.
Other includes other utility objects and static objects. It
should be noted that we have regarded a static (class) object
as a single object in Table 1, although each static method
call is translated to an individual vertex when applying a
dominance algorithm. In Table 1, the column Before
and After respectively indicate the number of objects in
a trace and the number of objects directly dominated by
main. In Table 2, the columns indicate the number of
method calls shown in sequence diagrams before and after
our approach removes local objects. In both tables, Ratio
is computed as follows.
Ratio =
After
Before
 100(%)
Table 1. The number of objects in execution
traces
System Type Before After Ratio(%)
A Total 286 169 59.1
Model 259 145 56.0
View 9 9 100.0
Controller 11 11 100.0
Other 7 4 57.1
B Total 300 176 58.7
Model 273 152 55.7
View 9 9 100.0
Controller 11 11 100.0
Other 7 4 57.1
C Total 312 183 58.7
Model 285 159 55.8
View 9 9 100.0
Controller 11 11 100.0
Other 7 4 57.1
D Total 354 4 1.1
Model 326 0 0.0
View 9 0 0.0
Controller 11 0 0.0
Other 8 4 50.0
Table 2. The number of method calls in traces
System Before After Ratio(%)
A 3371 2390 70.9
B 3797 2716 71.5
C 3862 2646 68.5
D 4506 133 3.0
While about 60% of objects are directly dominated by
main in System A, B and C, System D involves only few
objects dominated by main. This is because System D uses
a kind of Fac¸ade object representing a system itself. The
system object is similar to main method in other systems
and immediately dominates about 60% of other objects.
For other three systems, we have investigated objects in-
volved in sequence diagrams and local objects filtered out
by our approach. Our approach did not remove View and
Controller objects such as Action and JSP since these
objects interact with one another. These objects are impor-
tant to understand the behavior of systems since they im-
plement user interface. On the other hand, our approach ex-
cluded many Model objects from sequence diagrams. The
resultant sequence diagrams involve “Data” objects con-
taining database records since these objects are short-lived
but shared by business logic and user interface. Our ap-
proach filtered out data access objects named “DAO” that
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construct “Data” objects from database since such data ac-
cess objects are locally used by Action objects. Objects for
searching database records are also excluded from sequence
diagrams since they are only used in a search function.
In the case study, local objects excluded by our approach
are the less important implementation details of the target
systems, while the resultant diagrams retained important
objects such as user interface and business logic. Although
we need further case studies on software in different do-
mains, our filtering approach is promising to exclude local
objects from a trace and provide a compact sequence dia-
gram to developers.
5. Conclusion
We have applied dominance algorithms to identify local
objects contributing to only internal behavior of their domi-
nator objects. Excluding local objects from execution traces
simplifies sequence diagrams extracted from the traces. In
the case study, we found only 60% objects are directly dom-
inated by mainmethod and the other 40% of objects are lo-
cal objects. We have confirmed that local objects excluded
by our approach are the less important implementation de-
tails of the target systems. We implemented the algorithm
to filter local objects from a sequence diagram in Amida
Viewer. The resultant sequence diagrams retain all interac-
tions among non-local objects; therefore, the diagrams are
suitable for developers to investigate actual behavior of pro-
grams.
In future work, we have to conduct further case stud-
ies on various software. We would like to evaluate how
our approach collaborates with other filtering and visualiza-
tion approaches. We are also interested in how architecture
and design of software influence the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.
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